
meet,
teach,
learn.

“Surplus wealth is a sacred trust which its posses-
sor is bound to administer in his lifetime for the
good of the community”

Andrew Carnegie 
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The Ragged project is an inclusive social capital project

which seeks to build community through free knowledge

resources and skills sharing.

What does this mean in practice ?  What is social capital

and is it meaningful ?  This document has been written to

answer these questions.

This is a primer on social capital designed with free online

knowledge resources to help inform  theRagged project in

what it does.
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The Ragged project is about devel-

oping self sustaining communities

which generate inclusive social cap-

ital centering around knowledge ex-

change.  Social capital is suggested

to deliver equilateral benefits to

communities whilst underpinning

local economic regeneration.

At it's heart it is a practical model

synthesised of Dr Andrew Bell's

peer led Madras teaching method,

use of available infrastructure (pubs,

cafes, libraries) and common tech-

nology (projector screens, average

computers, internet) to connect peo-

ple to worldclass learning resources

available on the internet for free (i.e.

lecturefox, Entrepreneurship corner,

etc).

People have a great time sharing

knowledge in a social atmosphere.

The sociology of the design is to in-

habit innately social spaces where

knowledge exchange is an natural

part of normal human interaction.

Umberto Eco suggests “Kinship re-

lations as the primary nucleus of in-

stitutionalized social relations”.  

This is one of four elementary cul-

tural phenomena he puts forward as

being found common to all ad-

vanced cultures [1].

What is noticeable about the person

who loves what they do is that they

often work at it all day and then talk

about it at night with friends which

often act as a type of decision mar-

ket and communication exercise.

The criteria for giving a Ragged talk

is passion for the subject and invest-

ment in it.  The theory goes that if

someone loves something they in-

vest time in it; if they invest time in

it, they get good at it.  This is echoed

in the famous victorian, Samuel

Smiles' book Self-Help - one of the

first of it’s genre [2].

This conceptual nucleus has many

advantages to it.  Harnessing peo-

ple's natural interest to get people

into sharing and collaborative prac-

tices fits very well with education

and economics.  The economic as-

pects dovetail with the educational,

sociological and arts aspects.  

The publishing and music models

are designed to incentivise the edu-

cational and self development as-

pects of the Ragged project and get

'dead stock' active in the economy.

Adam Smith suggested 'dead stock

does nothing' and expresses it as

value goods which are latent poten-

tials [3].  

In practical terms, the aim is to put

people into print allowing them to

get directly remunerated for their

hard work whilst building commu-

nity.  This project makes an adden-

dum to the social capital discussion

which is happening all across the

world.  The contribution can be re-

fined down to describing inclusive

social capital verses exclusive so-

cial capital.  

To underline this differentiation the

case of the growth of Manchester as

an industrial city comes into play.

Manchester's industry was gov-

erned by an inclusive charter which

allowed diaspora to enter into the

local economy and trade during a

time where Guild Socialism pre-

vented many from being economi-

cally active (such as the Flemish

weavers) [5].  A Cambridge paper

called Social Capital and Collusion

lends itself to the argument [6].

Social Capital
A primer to understand the term and it’s key
involvement with the Ragged project

1. Umberto Eco A Theory of Semiotics

2. Samuel Smiles Self Help
3. Adam Smith Wealth of Nations

4. Ludwig Von Misses The Theory of Money and Credit

5. Stuart Hylton’s book ‘A History of Manchester

6. Social Capital and Collusion: The Case of Merchant Guilds, Sheilagh Ogilvie and Roberta Dessi
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Creative Commons is a non-profit organisation that assists

authors and creators who want to voluntarily share their

work, by providing free copyright licences and tools, so that

others may take full and legal advantage of the Internet's

unprecedented wealth of science, knowledge and culture.

www.creativecommons.org.uk
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What is Economic Regeneration ?

Economic regeneration is intimately involved

with inclusive social communities

Economic regeneration aims to
strengthen the local economy and

create wealth by tackling worklessness
– a term used to include people who are
unemployed, economically inactive or
actively out of work – and promoting

job creation

It aims also to change behaviour,
encouraging and supporting local

people to become more
entrepreneurial. Possible priorities for

economic regeneration are:
employment for all, improving
employment rates, helping the

hardest to reach into work and building
a stronger local economy

Ultimately, the aim of economic
regeneration is to complement social

and environmental regeneration
schemes, creating sustainable and
inclusive communities and tackling

social exclusion.
Economic regeneration is intimately

involved with inclusive social
communities
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RePEc (Research Papers in Economics) is a collaborative ef-

fort of hundreds of volunteers in 75 countries to enhance the

dissemination of research in Economics and related sciences.

The heart of the project is a decentralized bibliographic data-

base of working papers, journal articles, books, books chap-

ters and software components, all maintained by volunteers. 

repec.org
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The Rise of Social Capital

Social Capital is a phrase which is used to encapsulate the

diverse effects of participating in an extended network

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Social Capital
Worldbank webpage -

Social Capital Initiative
Working Paper Series

A growing body of evidence 
indicates that the size and density
of social networks and institutions,

and the nature of interpersonal 
interactions, significantly affect the

efficiency and sustainability of 
development programs

Social Capital in Economics
http://www.socialcapitalresearch.com/

evolution.html

The concept of social capital is not
new, although the term is. The 

origins of the concept can be traced
to thinkers of the eighteenth and 

nin teenth centuries and is rooted in
ec nomics, sociology,  anthropology

and political science literature.
Since its original use, the term has

received unprecedented acceptance
and application to diverse areas
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Founded in 1920, the National Bureau of Economic Research

is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research organization dedi-

cated to promoting a greater understanding of how the econ-

omy works.  To identify the determinants of social capital

formation, it is necessary to understand the social capital 

investment decision of individuals. Individual social capital

should then be aggregated to measure the social capital of a

community. This paper assembles the evidence that supports

the individual-based model of social capital formation,

www.nber.org/papers/w7728
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Social Capital: Some Definitions

Lots of people, organisations and institutions are paying

attention to the complex issue of Social Capital for various

social, economic and health reasons

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

The World Bank: 'Social capital refers
to the institutions, relationships, and

norms that shape the quality and
quantity of a society's social

interactions... Social capital is not just
the sum of the institutions which
underpin a society – it is the glue

that holds them together'

(The World Bank 1999)

Bourdieu: 'Social capital is the 'the
aggregate of the actual or potential

resources which are linked to
possession of a durable network of

relationships of mutual acquaintance
and recognition'

(Bourdieu 1983)

Coleman: 'Social capital is defined by its
function. It is not a single entity, but a
variety of different entities, having two

characteristics in common: they all
consist of some aspect of a social

structure, and they facilitate certain
actions of individuals who are within

the structure'

(Coleman 1994)

Putnam: 'Whereas physical capital
refers to physical objects and human

capital refers to the properties of
individuals, social capital refers to

connections among individuals – social
networks and the norms of reciprocity

and trustworthiness that arise from
them. In that sense social capital is

closely related to what some have called
“civic virtue.” The difference is

that “social capital” calls attention to
the fact that civic virtue is most

powerful when embedded in a sense
network of reciprocal social relations. A

society of many virtuous but isolated
individuals is not necessarily rich in

social capital'

(Putnam 2000)
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infed (the informal education homepage and encyclopaedia of

informal education) was established in 1995 at the YMCA

George Williams College, London as an open and not-for-profit

site.  Put together by a small group of educators, it is now ac-

cessed around 6 million times a year. The notion of social capi-

tal is a useful way of entering into debates about civil society –

and is central to the arguments of Robert Putnam and others

who want to ‘reclaim public life’. It is also used by the World

Bank with regard to economic and societal development and by

management experts as a way of thinking about organizational

development.

www.infed.org/biblio/social_capital.htm
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Social Capital and Trust

Working together and supporting each other in fulfilling

creative projects requires trust and ‘social capital’

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

John Field, Professor in the Institute of
Education, University of Stirling thinks

the central thesis of social capital
theory is that 'relationships matter'

The central idea is that 'social
networks are a valuable asset'.

Interaction enables people to build
communities, to commit themselves to
each other, and to knit the social fabric.
A sense of belonging and the concrete
experience of social networks (and the
relationships of trust and tolerance that
can be involved) can, it is argued, bring

great benefits to people

Trust between individuals thus becomes
trust between strangers and trust of a

broad fabric of social institutions;
ultimately, it becomes a shared set of

values, virtues, and expectations within
society as a whole

Without this interaction, on the other
hand, trust decays; at a certain point,
this decay begins to manifest itself in

serious social problems. The concept of
social capital contends that building or

rebuilding community and trust
requires face-to-face encounters
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infed (the informal education homepage and encyclopaedia of in-

formal education) was established in 1995 at the YMCA George

Williams College, London as an open and not-for-profit site.  Put

together by a small group of educators, it is now accessed around

6 million times a year. The notion of social capital is a useful way

of entering into debates about civil society – and is central to the

arguments of Robert Putnam and others who want to ‘reclaim

public life’. It is also used by the World Bank with regard to eco-

nomic and societal development and by management experts as

a way of thinking about organizational development.

www.infed.org/biblio/social_capital.htm
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Measuring Networks and Shared Values

There are different social relationships

which matter

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

The Office for National 

Statistics described three

types of social capital:

Bonding social capital – describes

closer connections between people and
is characterised by strong bonds e.g.

among family members or among
members of the same ethnic group; 

it is good for 'getting by' in life

Bridging social capital – describes

more distant connections between
people and is characterised by weaker,

but more cross-cutting ties e.g. with
business associates, acquaintances,
friends from different ethnic groups,
friends of friends, etc; it is good for

'getting ahead' in life

Linking social capital – describes 

connections with people in positions of
power and is characterised by relations
between those within a hierarchy where
there are differing levels of power; it is

good for accessing support from formal
institutions. It is different from bonding
and bridging in that it is concerned with
relations between people who are not

on an equal footing. An example would
be a social services agency dealing with

an individual e.g. job searching
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The Scottish Community Development Centre (SCDC)

launched as a Company Ltd by Guarantee and registered

Charity in Scotland on the 1st July 2009.  SCDC's mission is

supporting best practice in community development. Our three

key priorities for achieving our mission are to;  Influence policy

by researching issues and contributing to government working

groups and committees on related policy issues;    Work with

agencies and partnerships to achieve effective community en-

gagement and community participation; and, Build strong,

healthy, sustainable and equitable communities 

www.scdc.org.uk
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Social Capital and Economics

Here I take a look at economic aspects of social capital for

easy reference to practical benefits in a complex issue

1. Social Capital; Key Ideas John Field
2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Social capital has acquired an uneasy
relationship with economics. It has 

clear parallels with the notion of human 
capital, which originally emerged in 
economics during the 1960s, and 

denotes the economic value to firms, 
individuals and the wider public of 
such attributes as skill, knowledge 

and good health

In his influential account of school
performance in American cities, James

Coleman developed the concept of
social capital as a way of integrating
social theory with economic theory

claiming that social capital and human
capital are generally complimentary

Important official bodies like the world
Bank and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) have argued for
‘strong complementarity’ between

human capital and social capital with
each feeding the other in mutually

beneficial ways

Schuller prefers to see social capital as
offering an alternative to the concept of

human capital, emphasising the
collective where the latter sees only

individuals pursuing their self interest
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Sir Partha Dasgupta FBA FRS,Frank Ramsey Professor Emeritus of

Economics, Fellow of St John’s College.  Research interests have

covered welfare and development economics; the economics of

technological change; population, environmental, and resource eco-

nomics; social capital; the theory of games; the economics of global

warming[1],and the economics of malnutrition.

www.econ.cam.ac.uk/faculty/dasgupta/09/
DARWIN2.pdf
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Social Capital in Business

Good social relationships support people finding opportunities,

getting paid work, project realisation and entrepreneurship

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Granovetter’s pioneering work famously 
emphasised the value of what he called 

‘weak ties’, which gave job seekers 
access to a wider range of information

about a more diverse set of opportunities

Importantly, bonding social capital
appears to be as effective as bridging
social capital in helping both young
entrants to the labour market and
unemployed adults to find work

Networks have long been seen as
important to business success. Hendry
et al and Mulholland published about
networks being particularly important
during the start up stage, it is widely

accepted that networks function as an
important information resource, which

can be critical in identifying and
explointing business opportunities

Bates showed they can also provide
access to finance. Social capital has

also been regarded as an asset in
respect of markets and labour
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Cooperative Development Scotland support the growth of co-opera-

tive enterprises in Scotland, from developing consortia to employee

buyouts.  They offer advice to help you choose the best co-opera-

tive business model for your organisation. They  will also guide you

through the process, including access to funding and legal models.

www.scottish-enterprise.com/mi-
crosites/co-operative-development-scot-

land/business-models/consortium-cooper
atives.aspx
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Social Capital and Competition

Social Capital is a good thing between

entrepreneurs in the same market

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Knowledge is a nortoriously fragile
commodity is that sellers have little

protection from unscrupulous
behaviour by buyers, other than the

high cost option of legal action;
knowledge therefore tends

to be exchanged far less freely than 
is optimal for business performance

The depth and range of such trust based
relations have been held to explain the
otherwise unexpected success of the

small Nordic economies, which appear
to combine high labour costs with a

capacity to compete in globalised market

In recent years, there has been
considerable interest in the role of

networks and clusters in promoting
business innovation and knowledge

exchange

Trust based relations between
entrepreneurs may help compensate
against these risks, and can reduce a

variety of transaction costs (most
obviously the legal costs of parent

protection, but also the search costs of
identifying relevant techniques and

technologies, as well as those of
converting them into usable forms)
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Social Capital refers to the norms and networks that enable

collective action. It encompasses institutions, relationships,

and customs that shape the quality and quantity of a soci-

ety's social interactions. Increasing evidence shows that so-

cial capital is critical for societies to prosper economically

and for development to be sustainable. Social capital, when

enhanced in a positive manner, can improve project effec-

tiveness and sustainability by building the community’s ca-

pacity to work together to address their common needs,

fostering greater inclusion and cohesion, and increasing

transparency and accountability.

web.worldbank.org



Cooperation, particularly between
competitors, is facilitated by the norms
of trust that are embedded in inter- and
intra-firm networks. These norms are

valuable firstly in that they allow businesses
to trade with one anotherwithout relying solely 

on formal mechanisms and procedures, 
such as legally binding contracts or lawsuits,

which are slow and costly

21

More Examples

It is better to be in a supportive marketplace
than an isolated competitor

1. Narayan and Pritchett

Ingram and Roberts

Ingram and Roberts estimated in the
international hotel industry in Sydney,

that each friendship between managers
of competing hotels in Sydney makes a
contribution to annual revenue of some

Aus $ 268,000

Innovation exchange, as well as more
established inter-firm activity such as

trading of goods and services, appears
to be promoted by the existence of stable 
networks of people who trust one another

Narayan and Pritchett performed a
statistical analysis of correlation

between social capital and a range of
other factors among Tanzanian farmers

suggested that it produced greater
prosperity by promoting the diffusion
of innovation, overcoming information

deficits in markets, and providing
informed insurance in the event of

unforeseen difficulty, all of which in
turn led to changes in farming practices
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Friendships with competitors can improve the performance

of organizations through the mechanisms of enhanced col-

laboration, mitigated competition, and better information

exchange. Moreover, these benefits are best achieved

when competing managers are embedded in a cohesive

network of friendships (i.e., one with many friendships

among competitors), since cohesion facilitates the verifica-

tion of information culled from the network, eliminates the

structural holes faced by customers, and facilitates the

normative control of competitors.

www.goizueta.emory.edu/faculty/pe-
terroberts/documents/AJS-Friend-

ships-among-Competitors.pdf
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Inclusive Social Capital

Inclusive social capital in open communities produces equilateral

benefits whilst exclusive social capital produces negative effects

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Putnam claims that ‘where trust and
social networks flourish, individuals,

firms, neighbourhoods and even
nations prosper’.

In Social Capital And Collusion: The
Case Of Merchant Guilds by Roberta
Dessi and Sheilagh Ogilvie, the ef-
fects of Guild Socialism and exclu-

sive social capital are examined

In Stuart Hylton’s book ‘A History of
Manchester’ in a section headed
Manchester’s Charter, which was
granted by the lord of the manor
Thomas Grelley in 1301 states

‘One factor that was significantly absent
from Manchester’s charter was any

limit on who could set up in trade in the
town. Many medieval towns had strict
controls over new entrants to the local
business community, and this flexibility
was to prove important to Manchester’s

future growth’
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The Working Papers series is an outlet for research staff and students at the In-

stitute for Social Change(ISC) and Institiute for Political and Economic Gover-

nance (IPEG) to publish their research.  The series will also include papers

contributed by visitors to the Institutes.  All papers in the series are available to

download free of charge in pdf format. Please note that the working papers are

the property of ISC and IPEG respectively, and should not be reproduced for

publication in any other format. 

www.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/socialchange
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The Ragged Project

The basis of the model is to generate inclusive
communities through knowledge building

1. Footer notes can be inserted here

2. Footer text size can be adjusted depending on content. Try to keep it consistent throughout the document.

Ragged Talks are events where
people share their knowledge,

passion and skills for free
in social spaces like pubs,

cafes and libraries

The Ragged-online website
will provide a space where

worldclass learning resources
are brought together for free

Through charitable
business models such as

Ragged Publishing, Ragged
aims to create platforms

for people who have
creative ambitions

The Ragged model is an
Inclusive Social Capital

project which brings
together bonding,

bridging and linking
forms of Social Capital

The Ragged project is an
opportunity for people to

realise each other’s projects
by working together
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The Ragged University provides a platform for the free ex-

change of knowledge and skills in social spaces like pubs,

cafes and libraries.  It is about getting people who love

what they do to share insight into what they do in an infor-

mal setting so we can all enjoy it.  It is not about CV's, it's

not about accreditation, it's not about making money, it's

not about blowing smoke up people's arses !

www.ragged-online.com
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Overview

The Ragged model is an inclusive project which brings together

bonding, bridging and linking forms of Social Capital.

Inclusive social capital in open
communities produces equilateral

benefits whilst exclusive social 
capital produces negative effects

Social Capital is a good thing
between entrepreneurs in the

same market.  It is better to 
be in a supportive marketplace 

than an isolated competitor

Good social relationships support
people finding opportunities, getting

paid work, project realisation and
entrepreneurship

Here I take a look at economic
aspects of social capital for
easy reference to practical 

benefits in a complex issue

Working together and supporting
each other in fulfilling creative 

projects requires trust and ‘social 
capital’.  There are different social 

relationships which matter

Lots of people, organisations and

institutions are paying attention to 

the complex issue of Social Capital 

for various social, economic and 

health reasons

Economic regeneration is intimately 
involved with inclusive social 
communities.  Social Capital
is a phrase which is used to 

encapsulate the diverse effects of 
participating in an extended network

A healthy economy is a desirable

thing as getting paid for what 

you like to do or are good at 

doing has all  sorts of benefits 

attached, individually and collectively

Social Capital involves the 
benefits of being involved 
in a network or community

www.ragged-online.co.uk
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Evaluation Support ScotlandEvaluation Support Scotland (ESS)

works with voluntary organisations and funders so that they can

measure and report on their impact and improve their services.

Evaluation can be powerful and exciting!  It can help you Im-
prove services; Understand what works and what doesn’t;

Demonstrate the difference that a project makes; Make deci-
sions about the best use of funding; Have evidence for pol-

icy and decision-making.  But evaluation can also be
confusing and challenging!  That is why ESS is here to help.

www.evaluationsupportscotland.org.uk


